
 

Convoy Canberra to Fremantle

An epic trek across Australia to Fremantle Nash Hash 2025 

• Departing Canberra, however if you live elsewhere, we can pick you up on trail! When we 
publish which route we are taking you can sort yourself to be at one of the towns and we’ll 
meet you there. Punters are welcome to join in at any time - so we can collect campers as 
we travel west.

• The trip will not be a whirlwind rush of big driving days one after the other, but a tour 
stopping to enjoy the scenery and paying the Nullabour Links for a laugh.

• The journey is part of the holiday and would be expected to last about 2 to 3 weeks. You 
can start with us or catch us up along the way.

• You can jump on and jump off if you want to go see/visit different stuff along the way that 
isn’t on our rough itinerary and rejoin at your leisure. Or suggest some really awesome 
place and we can include it.

• Hope to spend a few days at the wineries in SA. We anticipate to spend a few days at 
Streaky Bay SA or somewhere to break the driving up and have a few days rest. Refill water 
tanks, do washing and shopping etc.

• Cater for yourself. 
• There may be some pub stays and occasional free camps overnight.
• Start dates will depend on when Nash Hash is! 
• Pending numbers, a group booking at a caravan park at intervals can be organised.
• Other hash caravanning groups are welcome to merge with us into one big travelling party 

prelube!

There is no cost outside of camping fees, pay for yourself where applicable. A T-shirt is 
likely to be created and that would be your choice to purchase!

If you are interested, please register with Toez or Babbling and we can send you 
updates and itineraries.

caz@travellinggibson.com.au
babblinghhh@yahoo.com.au
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